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poverty   and  the   evil consequences tuereof.    The'joint
family system obviates the necessity ot a Poor Law in
India. True, itC!"does not favour the imiustrial qualities ;
bat it promotes «iuch gentler qualities as charity and
humanity. The head of the joint-family, the kartd has
not the despotic powers of the head of the ancient
Roman family. He has only a share in the family pro-
perty which he manages in trust. "The slstras," says
Mr. Cowell, **by no means . placed the family under the
-despotic power of its chief. The fcarid did not possess
his family and his property. He rather possessed Ms-
property through, his family. His obligations out-
weighed his authority * * * The acts of each mem-
ber probably bound the corporation ; and every member
of it was liable, since responsibility pervaded the whole
family * •* * The obligation to provide for the
maintenance of'the joint-family Is the foundation of the
father's authority over the joint estate."*
The influence of the Western environment has been
English infinence to disintegrate the joint family system
cm joint families. • though, as yet, to a small extentt The
we$tern ideas of individuality and family responsibility
* The Calcutta Rniem, Vol. LI I, p. 28$.
t "Though the influence of a foreign domination is superficial in most
respects, It has be«n able at least to undermine the foundations of the
Hindu joint family system, which, partly from this cause and partly
from its own inherent defects, I ca i not but look upon as a doomed
institution. I am not inclined to overrate the force of Government as a
solvent power in any social direction, but in this case the action t»£
Government is, so far as I can judge, in consonance with a natural and
even healthy tendency of events » <H. J. S. Cotton, Ne* India, p. 184).

